# GENERAL SUPPLIES FOR ALL STRING STUDENTS

| 1 | Instrument and bow in good working condition  
|   | ● Painted instruments not recommended  
|   | ● Please reach out to your strings teacher before purchasing an instrument online  

| 1 | 1 inch arts binder with dividers (5th grade students will use the same binder for academic and arts)  

## SPECIFIC IN CLASS SUPPLIES BY INSTRUMENT

- Violin and Viola - Shoulder rest (Kun, Everest, polypad)  
- Cello - 1 End pin strap (Xeros)  
- Bass* - 1 French Bass Bow, 1 Bow case or modified pool cue case  
  *All bass players will keep their basses at home. Another instrument will be available for them to use at ASA.

## MUSIC BOOKS FOR SELECTED STRING STUDENTS

*These items will be provided in class, but are recommended purchases for home practice*

| 1 | String Foundations I and String Orchestra Only  
|   | Essential Elements for Strings: Book 1 with EEi (make sure you get the one for your specific instrument)  

| 1 | **String Foundations II Only**  
|   | Essential Elements for Strings: Book 2 with EEi (make sure you get the one for your specific instrument)  

| 1 | **String Foundations III Only**  
|   | Essential Elements for Strings: Book 3 with EEi (make sure you get the one for your specific instrument)  

## SUGGESTED SUPPLIES FOR HOME USE

| 1 | Music stand  
| 1 | Metronome/Tuner  
  - Online websites are available  
  - There are also many great apps for mobile devices (like Total Energy Tuner/Metronome)  
| 1 | Full length mirror (recommended)  
| 1 | Extra set of strings  

## EXTRA SUPPLIES STORED IN CLASSROOM

*These items will be provided in class if needed, but supplies are limited*

- Mutes  
- Extra Strings  
- End pin straps, Rock stops, or ‘black hole’

**Materials Due** Wednesday, August 17

If you have any questions or needs about school supplies, please send an email to schoolsupplies@goasa.org.